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ABSTRACT. The issue of rapid change in environmental conditions under which ecosystem processes and human interventions will
take place in the future is relatively new to forestry, whereas the provision of ecosystem services, e.g., timber or fresh water, is at the very
heart of the original concept of forest management. Forest managers have developed ambitious deterministic approaches to provide the
services demanded, and thus the use of deterministic approaches for adapting to climate change seem to be a logical continuation.
However, as uncertainty about the intensity of climate change is high, forest managers need to answer this uncertainty conceptually. One
may envision an indeterministic approach to cope with this uncertainty; but how the services will be provided in such a concept remains
unclear. This article aims to explore the fundamental aspects of both deterministic and indeterministic approaches used in forestry to
cope with climate change, and thereby point out trade-offs in service provisioning and adaptability. A forest owner needs to be able to
anticipate these trade-offs in order to make decisions towards sustainable forest management under climate change.
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INTRODUCTION
As a result of climate change, forest managers find themselves
dealing with many new issues. Among them is the need to plan for
future changes in the environmental conditions under which
ecosystem processes and human interventions take place. The
challenge here is that we know changes will take place, but the exact
nature of the changes is uncertain. Setting up forest management
strategies to cope with this uncertainty is, however, essential. An
attempt to develop a framework of such strategies necessitates
investigating how forest management objectives, options, and
approaches deal with the concept of the future. Until now, the
activities of foresters have been mostly aimed at identifying the best
structure and cultivation practices so that forests meet the desired
ends in perpetuity. Nevertheless, forest managers have always been
confronted with some degree of uncertainty because of the long
time span of forest production (Hoogstra and Schanz 2008,
Lindner et al. 2010). This uncertainty has related to markets and
prices, to the availability of human labor capacity, to the probability
of biotic pests, etc. Thus, coping with uncertainty has some
tradition in forestry, and forest science has developed strategies to
deal with this kind of uncertainty, e.g., improving the flexibility to
choose between different appropriate management options (Wilson
and Baker 2001). However, the uncertainty associated with climate
change adds a whole new and unparalleled dimension to the
challenge of dealing with it. How can forestry respond to this new
kind of uncertainty? Two general strategies can be identified: (1)
improve the accuracy of predictions in time and spatial resolution
in order to improve forecasts of future climatic conditions, and then
choose the best management strategies to shape forests so they
better fit those conditions (Wang et al. 2006), or (2) accept
uncertainty and enable forests to respond to change without
intervention (Millar et al. 2007).  
These two approaches reflect contrasting perspectives on
determinism in forestry, whereby “causal determinism is, roughly
speaking, the idea that every event is necessitated by antecedent
events and conditions together with the laws of nature” (Stanford
Encyclopedia of Philosophy 2010).  
Despite a considerable amount of uncertainty in forestry as such,
the first strategy, which is based on deterministic planning and
management measures, has been, and mostly still is, the
traditional approach to forest management. That applies not just
to practitioners, but to forest scientists as well (e.g., Pérez and
Kanninen 2005). The concept of using a set of specified
treatments that will result in predictable responses from the forest
is very old, and it is rooted both in a reductionist scientific
approach and in the demand for particular ecosystem services
from forest enterprises, i.e., what forest owners or the public
generally want. With the second approach, which, for simplicity,
we call indeterministic, it is accepted that inherent uncertainty
and limited predictability are inescapable consequences that
govern forest ecosystem functions and their interactions with the
social and economic systems. This approach is linked to what has
been defined as systems thinking (Kay 2008). That is, it is less
concerned with prediction and control and moves towards a more
organic, adaptive, and flexible management (Lister and Kay
2000). Thus this approach takes into account that there is also a
(still unknown) level of uncertainty inherent in climate-change
predictions, specifically regarding how climate change will shift
on a regional-to-local scale (Houghton et al. 2001 in Bodin and
Wiman 2007), and interacts with the complex nature of forest
ecosystems and of their relationship with the socioeconomic
systems. 
Obviously, for the development of forest management, the
questions of if  and to what extent climate change will influence
the provision of ecosystem services in the long term are not trivial
ones. However, the two strategies mentioned above might have
very different effects on the provision of forest ecosystem services.
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These different effects will probably be very important for forest
owners and forest enterprises as they go through the process of
choosing a strategy.  
Based on this framework, we attempt to take forward the discussion
about the degree of determination in forest management in the
context of climate change. We will pursue the goal of outlining an
operational strategy for forest management planning. In particular,
the degree of determination will be analyzed not only in relation
to the time and space scales, but also in relation to management
objectives. 
To do so, we (1) highlight some definitions and concepts that are
important in the context of uncertainty and how forest
management strategies cope with uncertainty; (2) describe a purely
deterministic approach assuming that climate change is predictable;
(3) discuss an approach that focuses on adaptability, assuming that
climate change is unpredictable; and then (4) conclude by outlining
some strategic considerations applicable at the forest management
level.
SOME USEFUL DEFINITIONS
Time: the meaning of future and uncertainty
The future is prominent in the literature of forestry and climate
change. This prominence is well deserved. However, despite the
central nature of time, most studies assume that everybody knows
what is meant by time as implied in the term "future" and the studies
do not address this question. The debate on what future is (and,
more fundamentally, on the question of if  it exists at all) has been
continuing for centuries now. So far no ultimate resolution to this
quandary has been found. It seems that the complexity of the
concept simply cannot be expressed in its entirety. Without striving
to resolve this problem, we simply define the future as “everything
beyond the present” (Weber 1999) and focus on that dimension of
the future that heavily determines the context and the problems of
climate change for forestry: the future as source of uncertainty.  
Although there are many types of uncertainty, probably the most
familiar class of uncertainty is connected with the future.
Uncertainty is essentially the condition of “not knowing” and the
future is the “great unknown”. The future “cannot be known before
its time” as it does not yet exist (Vickers 1994). As Price (1989)
stated, borrowing from Benjamin Franklin's well-worn cliché, “If
one thing is certain (except for death and taxes), it is that the future
is uncertain”. In recent years, scientists examining climate change
have become increasingly interested in uncertainty. This is clearly
logical because climate change is about the future; i.e., the state of
the world in 50 or 100 years from now.  
Because the future is inherently unknown, a perfect deterministic
model of the future is beyond the reach of any theory. But in order
to be able to deal with the unknown, many scholars adopt a
framework for decision-making based on the concept of probability
(Lempert and Schlesinger 2000). Probability is the likelihood of the
occurrence of a given event in the future. Knowing the probability
distribution, one can determine the outcome with the highest
expected utility. In this way, probability forms a substitute for
complete knowledge. 
Often, a distinction is made between objective probabilities and
subjective probabilities. Objective probabilities—sometimes also
called physical or frequency probabilities—are those probabilities
that can be determined by theory (e.g., the probability of the
outcome of a certain number in a game of dice) or by empirical
observations (e.g., the probability that something will happen
based on historical data). In situations where neither is possible,
subjective probabilities can be used. These subjective probabilities
represent assessments of people and are individual constructs of
reality. For example, in climate-change research, often subjective
probabilities are determined by eliciting the views of experts in
relevant fields. Some scientists state that the distinction between
objective and subjective probability is virtually meaningless. De
Finetti (1974), for example, stated that probability does not exist
objectively, i.e., independently of the human mind. Probability is
simply a degree of subjective belief  or confidence. As illustrated
by Hirshleifer and Riley (1954), “even in cases like the toss of a
die where assigning ‘objective’ probabilities appears possible, such
an appearance is really illusory. That the chance of any single face
turning up is one-sixth is a valid inference only if  the die is a fair
one—a condition about which no one could ever be ‘objectively’
certain.” 
Whether or not one agrees that all probabilities are subjective, in
the climate-change debate probabilities are often offered as a way
out of our inability to predict the future. We can use these
probabilities to find the best forest management option given
those expectations. But this type of best option is only as good as
the probabilities that underlie it, which, in the climate-change
debate, can be the subject of much doubt (Lempert and
Schlesinger 2000, Dessai and Hulme 2004). Any decision based
on such probabilities is vulnerable to attack from those who have
different expectations that lead to alternative decisions (Lempert
and Schlesinger 2000).  
Therefore, in the view of a number of scientists, using probabilities
in climate change is a “poor foundation on which to build”
(Lempert and Schlesinger 2000). They propose not to focus on
the question of what is likely to happen in the future because the
uncertainty is too high to meaningfully predict. Instead, they
accept that uncertainty is inherent in the future, and society should
seek a robust strategy that is insensitive (or at least largely
insensitive) to our uncertainty about the future (Lempert and
Schlesinger 2000).
Spatial scaling
Wiens (1989) and Peterson et al. (1998) have pointed out the
importance of scaling in space and time in the ecological sciences,
thereby acknowledging a link between the spatial scale and the
relevance of particular ecological processes. The coupling of
spatial and time scales is particularly relevant in demography
because, for example, small-scale demographic instability may
translate into long-term persistence and stability when large-scale
metapopulations are considered (Wiens 1989). It is necessary to
identify indicators with relevance to different spatial scales. Yet
often abiotic and biotic environmental factors can be measured
only for specific areas or for areas connected with defined
structural elements, e.g., soil and water conditions as well as
diversity indices of forest stands. Although the scope of these
indicators is restricted locally, their importance for higher spatial
levels (e.g., regions, landscapes) is obvious. For example the gene
flow caused by pollen or seed dispersal of different tree species
will bridge the distance between local forest stands, and water
availability and quality influenced by specific forest conditions
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have effects at regional scales. The same effect can be assumed for
forest structures or rare tree species with high attractiveness for
tourists. Such subjects have a positive impact on tourism over a
larger region. Additionally, Peterson et al. (1998) hypothesized
that “the distribution of functional diversity within and across
scales enables regeneration and renewal to occur following
ecological disruption over a wide range of scales”.  
However, the identification of an appropriate spatial scale for
addressing climate-change concepts in forestry is still a
challenging task. This is especially true when not just the
ecological aspects are considered. For example it is particularly
difficult to take into account all the factors that connect
management to the spatial scale of forest properties. The size of
the managed forest (i.e., whether the forested area is small or large)
interacts with the different management aims, which in turn can
depend on ownership. We may think of large public properties
that have multiple objectives (recreation, nature conservation,
watershed protection etc.) as being in contrast to large, private,
industrial owners who may concentrate exclusively on productive
aims. Further, small private owners might aim for other products
and services, etc.
Resilience and flexibility
The concept of resilience, as applied to an ecosystem, is loosely
defined as the ability of the system to maintain its function when
faced with novel disturbance (Webb 2007). As already mentioned
by Peterson et al. (1998), it is important to differentiate between
engineering resilience and ecological resilience. The former term
is strongly connected with “conditions near a steady state”.
Therefore, in the context of the climate-change debate it is more
helpful to use the explanation for ecological resilience which is
defined as “a measure of the amount of change or disruption that
is required to transform a system from being maintained by one
set of mutually reinforcing processes and structures to a different
set of processes and structures”. By adopting ecological resilience
according to Peterson et al. (1998), ecologists and forest managers
are able to focus their activities in forest ecosystems on organizing
the processes and structures for the transition between “definable
states . . . , and the likelihood of such occurrence”. Consequently,
here we expand the definition of resilience to “ . . . the capacity
of a social–ecological system to absorb shocks or perturbations
and still retain its fundamental function, structure, identity, and
feedbacks, often as a result of adaptive adjustment to changing
conditions” (Chapin et al. 2006). Wilson and Baker (2001) have
defined flexibility as: “The ability to choose between multiple
options or opportunities”. Thus “flexibility in forest management
reflects both the relative rigidity of intervention requirements and
the potential range of development pathways for a stand” (Wilson
and Baker 2001). Hence flexibility is strongly connected to the
concept of adaptability. Because we are concerned with managed
forests, changes in the structure and processes of forest ecosystems
are also the consequence of human activities. According to Bodin
and Wiman (2007:545), “ . . . managed forests are characterized
by ‘forced succession’ towards ‘economically profitable climax
stages’ that differ significantly from ‘natural succession’ towards
‘ecological climax stages’ implying metabolic equilibrium”. It is
interesting to note that, according to Allen and Hoekstra (1992),
managed systems will not be in equilibrium, “all the more so
because they are being managed”.
Adaptation, adaptability, adaptive capacity, and adaptedness
The search for adaptation strategies to climate change could imply
that, in an “ideal state” before climate change there was some kind
of stability or equilibrium in all of the factors concerned; in our
case (1) forest ecosystem functioning and (2) the provision of
forest ecosystem services. Thus the issue of adaptation must be
considered as a dynamic process which involves system resilience
and adaptability, not only from the ecological point of view, but
also from that of the social, political, and economic. That is it
concerns both the production of ecosystem services and the
relationship to society's value system. As ecological and social
systems affect one another so strongly, they are best viewed as a
social–ecological system (i.e., a coupled human–environment
system) (Berkes et al. 2003, Clark and Dickinson 2003, Chapin
et al. 2006). 
The term adaptation was defined in the Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment (2005) glossary as the “adjustment in natural or
human systems to a new or changing environment”, while
adaptive capacity describes “the general ability of institutions,
systems, and individuals to adjust to potential damage, to take
advantage of opportunities, or to cope with the consequences”.
The definition of adaptive capacity given by Lindner et al. (2010)
is comparable to the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2005)
definition of adaptation or adaptability.  
Adaptability has been defined as “. . . the capacity of actors (both
individuals and groups) in a system to respond to, create, and
shape variability and change in the state of the system” (Chapin
et al. 2006). 
Geneticists describe the ability of organisms and species
populations to cope with new conditions as adaptability. They
have identified important features of the species genome and the
mating system, which are explicitly part of a strategy to cope with
the unknown (Gregorius 1991). As such, genetic diversity and
gene flow are crucial parts of adaptability. To support this
adaptability strategy and keep it functioning, concrete demands
need to be fulfilled. The concepts that suit these demands best
would appear to be in situ concepts where plants and animals
remain in natural conditions where evolutionary processes can
take place (Behm et al. 1997).  
A general explanation for adaptedness was given by Tigerstedt
(1994), who has referred to Dobzhansky (1968). Both have shown
that adaptedness can be explained by individual characteristics
and describes the degree or level of adaptation. The problem of
identifying indicators for this phenomenon was already discussed
by these authors. Dobzhansky (1968) stated that “for individual
adaptedness, the probability of survival, of reaching the
reproductive stage of the life cycle, . . . is thinkable criteria”. This
idea of adaptedness of individuals or of the entire forest structure
is integrated in the decision-making processes of forest managers'
strategies. Thus, forest practitioners assess the adaptedness of
forests by tree species-specific regeneration and competitive
capacities or survival rates. These observations must be linked to
the specific aims of forest owners under the local conditions (see
Fig. 1). Indicators for adaptedness of a forest structure that
provides ecosystem services should reflect the vitality of the
system components in general. Further indicators could thus be
timber volume increment, regenerative success, net primary
production level, or the proportion of healthy individuals (e.g.,
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Fig. 1. The goal-structure management loop. The forest owner aims for the provision of goods and services. This would demand a
specific forest structure to best serves the intended goals. The specific environment of the forest enterprise, e.g., soil and climate, may
not fit to this initial idea of a specific forest structure. Thus, the initial idea of forest structure has to be modified. Depending on
whether the environment is taken as a static (certain) or a dynamic (uncertain) one, the modification will aim for adaptedness (static/
certain) or adaptability (dynamic/uncertain), each leading to a different forest structure. The final forest structure then determines
the degree/amount of provision of the goods and services aimed for (broken arrow).
infestation of pests and disease) in a given population. The
question of vitality and reproduction of different organisms is of
fundamental interest for geneticists. That’s why especially
geneticists are used to applying the term adaptedness in
provenance recommendations or in genetic improvement trials,
given well-known environmental conditions and clearly defined
management goals (Müller-Starck et al. 1992, Hill et al. 1998). A
particular provenance may seem best adapted to defined
conditions compared to those of another origin. By choosing the
best-adapted material, the designated outcome is supposedly
highly probable, thus reducing the level of uncertainty (Lindgren
1993). Further, the level of appropriateness, i.e., adaptedness, of
the choice of species, qualities, or dimensions depends on the
owner’s decisions under given social, political, economic, and
technological conditions. Adaptedness therefore refers to any
sound or appropriate decision that relies on given environmental
conditions and aims to bring the forest structure into balance with
those conditions, thereby leading to beneficial outcomes for the
forest owner (see Fig. 1).
Interrelationship between time scale, service orientation, and
adaptability
History has led to the perception that forest management
activities should guarantee society's current demands as well as
maintain the forest's future ability to fulfill relevant ecological,
economic, and social functions (Forest Europe 1993). This
statement stresses utilization of forests as being part of the
sustainability definition and again points to two different time
scales that have to be kept in mind when designing strategies to
reach for sustainability.  
Achieving a balance between the two separate time scales—the
present versus the future—is of general economic concern (Castle
1996). The intergenerational conflict inherent in the two time
scales has also led to the definition of strong sustainability (sensu
 Ekins et al. 2003) versus weak sustainability. Here, the meaning
of strong sustainability is linked to environmental sustainability
and the critical natural capital that needs to be maintained. Strong
sustainability with regard to functions of natural capital is
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assumed to be achievable only through resilience and stability of
the ecosystems of concern (Ekins et al. 2003). In managed forests,
the dilemma of the unknown future leads to the demand for
adaptive forests. The aim of traditional approaches to
adaptability in forestry is to keep the forests in a condition that
allows future generations to treat and develop them in any
direction they would like (Lamprecht 1970). However, when we
understand that adaptability is the capacity of the actors (both
individuals and groups) in a system to respond to, create, and
shape variability and change in the state of the system (Chapin
et al. 2006), we also see different levels in the suitability of different
forest ecosystems to being adapted by humans. The improved
suitability of a forest ecosystem to be adapted to demands and
conditions of the future is taken as a core aim in shaping
adaptation measures in forestry.  
Likewise, Nyland (2002:568) distinguishes between forest
management that integrates diverse interests into a program for
an entire ownership, and sustainable forest management that
coordinates that management and takes into consideration the
landscape scale over different ecological time spans. Hence, this
author explicitly considers two different time horizons in
management. Haynes et al. (2003) and Monserud et al. (2003) are
concerned about the difference between an approach for
“compatibility of recent services” and that for sustainability.  
In all of these statements, we can identify awareness to time as a
determining factor in management. However, more than this, it
is an awareness of two explicitly different time scales. Time is not
merely seen as a continuum, but is seen as recent-to-short-term,
as distinguished from eternal. The idea behind this and the
implications of such time-related dichotomy in forest
management deserve some attention.  
Fujimori (2001:242) has built a dichotomous scheme in which he
distinguishes between the importance of forest functions as
providers of social benefits for human society and the importance
of forest functions as fundamental components in the forest
ecosystem. By doing so, he assumed that the relevance of
components to the forest ecosystem itself  is synonymous with
their relevance to sustainable forest management. This is an
application of the “ecosystem performance approach” to
sustainability (Häusler and Scherer-Lorenzen 2001, Sayer and
Maginnis 2005). Following Fujimori (2001), the relative
importance of the forest ecosystem components soil and
biodiversity to sustainability is indeed much larger than their
relative importance to human society’s needs today. In conclusion,
we see many parallels in adaptability and sustainability regarding
the overall management direction and the important inherent
indicators.
TWO FOREST MANAGEMENT APPROACHES TO
COPING WITH CLIMATE CHANGE
After having identified a dichotomous character in managers'
behavior in everyday thinking (see “Interrelationship between
time scale, service orientation, and adaptability”), we can also
apply this dichotomy in approaches to handling global (climate)
change in forestry. Therefore we have divided the following
sections into (1) a deterministic management strategy, i.e., tending
towards an adapted forest, versus (2) a management strategy
aiming towards an adaptable forest. The latter is based on a
indeterministic approach. To do so, first we propose a conceptual
basis for analyzing how actions are linked to aims and outcomes
in forest management.  
Forest management involves managing forest ecosystems for the
provision of ecosystem services. According to de Groot et al.
(2010), ecosystem services can function as indicators themselves
because they are directly related to ecosystem structures and
functions. In general, indicators give us aggregated information
about ecosystem phenomena (Müller and Burkhard 2012). Since
the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment 2005), ecosystem services have been divided into
regulating, provisioning, cultural, and supporting services. Of
these services, only the regulating, provisioning and cultural
services are considered as multiple services to humans (Dekker et
al. 2007). Maes et al. (2011) have defined four different indicator
categories dealing with capacity, flow, benefits, and biodiversity
of forest ecosystems connected with the different categories of
ecosystem services. The supporting services, e.g., nutrient cycling
and primary production, are regarded as intrinsic values of the
ecosystem. The latter, i.e., supporting services, are considered here
as ecosystem functions rather than being services in the narrow
sense. Biodiversity is taken as a prerequisite for these ecosystem
functions.  
Applying the ecosystem service approach in the real world means
a discussion of indicators is essential. Different forest owners will
have different aims and therefore will act differently. For instance,
a private forest owner aiming for timber production would
manage forest structure to provide a high amount of timber. To
do so, the forest owner needs indicators to assess the amount of
timber produced in the managed forest. Thus, volume increment
and quality assortment of the wood produced are important
standards. When other ecosystem services are aimed for, the set
of indicators may change: amount of drinking water provided,
numbers of visitors per month, number of bird species breeding,
or weight of deer meat harvested per year (see also Fig. 1). It
should be noted that, until now, the main problem of this
approach has been to define appropriate indicators for all
conceivable services. In particular, for cultural services there is a
current deficit of measurable indices, e.g., for attractiveness of
biodiversity or recreation potential (Maes et al. 2011). The United
Nations Environment Program working group (UNEP-WCMC
2009) has listed the number of tourists, hunters, fishermen, and
workers in forests as examples to indicate the cultural perspective
of ecosystem services. Due to changing demands over time, the
risk of mismatching decisions regarding specific services has
always been high. But climate change complicates this approach
further because under changed environmental conditions some
of these services may not be achievable.  
In managed forests the structure of the forest is taken as a means
to optimize the ecosystem services the forest owner aims to
provide. By structure we mean the way the forest is spatially
organized at different scales relevant to silvicultural management.
Here it is important to emphasize that structure is not a chance
event, rather it is highly dependent on the past and recent
treatments by the managers, thus determining present and future
outcomes. While vertical and horizontal structural elements, tree
age, and species composition are managed at the stand level in
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traditional silvicultural systems, it is becoming increasingly
important to manage other elements (e.g., deadwood, edges, gaps,
valuable single trees or shrubs, etc.) at the stand level as well.  
The link between a forest owner’s goals, “best-suited” forest
structures, and further development with regard to climate change
can thus be explained by the goal-structure management loop in
forestry (see also Boncina 2011). As can be seen from Fig. 1,
indicators are important in order for this loop to function. Thus,
indicators need to be defined clearly. However, the final decision
about the desired forest structure must take into account the
environment of the forest enterprise. This specific environment
requires the modification of any initial idea of the forest structure.
Depending on whether the environment is assumed to be static
(certain) or dynamic (uncertain), modification will aim for
adaptedness (static/certain) or adaptability (dynamic/uncertain).
Thus the structure of a forest will determine the degree to which
the desired ecosystem services can be provided and the ability of
the forest managers to cope with the unknown. The forest owner
will take measures to aim for the desired structure; but because
forest structure can be modified only slowly, it may take years. As
in any adaptive management, the level of satisfaction of the forest
owner after some years, i.e., after the first loop, is what determines
new decisions made and measures taken in the second loop, etc.
Assuming that climate change is predictable (certainty assumed)
Under static, and thereby well-known, conditions, foresters do
have clear concepts of how to manage the forests to yield
designated products. This is, at least, partly due to the fact that
the link between a recent service or good and managers' measures
for forest structures is at the heart of rationality. To manage a
forest under this framework is thus supposed to be based on sound
knowledge, e.g., as in plantations for high-quality timber
production. Advanced service orientation in forestry
accompanies the application of deterministic approaches to
enhance this service provision. The higher the demand for a
particular service(s), the more deterministic knowledge and
deterministic protocols are applied to increase the supply of this
service(s). Moreover, the most pronounced examples of forests
that supply services intensively are forest stands with an explicit
deterministic tradition. These efforts by managers to provide
recent services are based on constructivist rationality which “. . .
uses reason to deliberately create rules of action, and create [forest
structures] that yield outcomes which are deemed to be preferable,
given particular circumstances, to those produced by alternative
arrangements” (Smith 2003).  
This type of management strategy is also a clear example of what
Holling and Meffe (1996) have defined as the command and
control approach, which implicitly assumes that the problem is
well bounded, clearly defined, relatively simple, and generally
linear with respect to cause and effect.  
Thus, the degree of determination in management for recent
ecosystem services is high. In a constructivist’s world, under
known, constant environmental conditions, the responses of tree
species both to those conditions and to the intended management
treatments represent exercises to sharpen foresters' thinking and
are the subject of prolonged experiments and learning. Inherently,
the deterministic approaches serve to identify the best-adapted
species, species mixtures, or other structural features to given
environmental conditions (Fig. 1).  
The following examples may give a better understanding of the
deterministic nature of forest management: 
. In single-service forestry, timber production programs come
to mind as being explicitly deterministic in accordance with
the concept of adaptedness. Very good examples are high-
value timber production programs in temperate (Hein et al.
2006) or tropical (Pérez and Kanninen 2005) regions. Such
programs typically begin with density/spacing prescriptions,
specify weeding and tending operations, include pruning
protocols, have clear thinning schedules, and end with target
diameter and/or rotation period restrictions. The structure
of these target forests is fairly simple. They can be described
as monospecific, even-aged stands. The species are chosen
due to their ability to produce large biomass and/or valuable
timber for the market. However, this structure is a logical,
i.e., deterministic, consequence of combining ecological
and economical knowledge given more or less constant
environmental conditions. Much of forest science in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries was dedicated to
optimizing stand treatment regimes in relation to timber
production and interest rates. 
. In diverse-service forestry, things are more complicated, but
not different in general. Not many recent examples exist
that show how two, three, or multiple services can be
provided by scheduled stand treatments. In temperate
forests, combined production of timber and provision of
drinking water have gained some interest (Rothe et al. 1998).
Such approaches are explicitly deterministic, as they
recommend broad-leaved tree species be used in timber
production strategies with conifers because of their ability
to sequester nitrogen. Further, the authors have a clear plan
for thinning and cutting intensity, which should not exceed
critical loads of nitrogen in seepage water. The structure of
the target forest—predominantly mixed and uneven-aged
stands with continuous cover—is thus more diverse than
the monoservice forests. 
. However, apart from high forest systems, some examples of
multiple-service forestry based on strict control of the
system’s structure and functioning have existed for a long
time. One example is the coppice-with-standards system.
This multiple-service forestry was achieved by combining
two different strata in the vertical dimension of the forest
structure, and by mixing species with different ecological
traits. The combined production of timber for construction
and/or oak acorn production for masting pigs in the
standards stratum and fuelwood production in the coppice
stratum, were achieved by applying precise rules on the
density of standards, coppice rotation, and protection of
regeneration from grazing (Ciancio and Nocentini 2004). 
All these examples testify to the link between the forest owner’s
goals and the forest structure derived from these goals. Forest
managers try to adapt the structure to the goals of the forest
owner, thereby assuming a well-known and constant environment
(Fig. 1). Alternatively short-term fluctuations in environmental
conditions can be integrated, e.g., by the use of tree species with
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a high tolerance to groundwater fluctuations (e.g., David et al.
2007).
Management response to climate change under the deterministic
approach
The deterministic approach tries to predict future climate
conditions and to devise the “best” forest for those conditions. This
approach still relies on forecast and prediction, in the sense
summarized by Coreau et al. (2009). In this context the term
forecast is characterized by the best projection or prediction of the
future given by one particular model or one particular expert. The
term prediction is defined as a statement made about the future,
often associated with probability distributions. The main
characteristic of future predictions is their degree of certainty,
which leads to only one prediction.  
In brief, in the context of the climate-change question, this
deterministic approach sees forests as systems that can be perfectly
organized by appropriate management, and future climate changes
as (almost) exactly known. The deterministic approach to coping
with climate change would be to implement or promote those
structural elements that—to the best of our knowledge today—
enhance the adaptedness of the forest to supposed future climatic
conditions.  
Examples of this approach are the search for adapted provenances
(e.g., Wang et al. 2006, Rose et al. 2009), adapted tree species (e.g.,
Ledig and Kitzmiller 1992, Kölling 2007, Brang et al. 2008),
adapted performance of seedlings and silvicultural techniques to
improve establishment under harsh conditions (Ibánez et al. 2007,
Classen et al. 2010), adapted cutting regimes for regeneration and
harvest (e.g., Czajkwoski et al. 2005), and adapted thinning regimes
for stand development (Spathelf  2010). Adaptedness is directed to
climate-change scenarios of the IPCC-sample, and a 50-to-100-
year perspective is taken in most cases (Lindner et al. 2000).
What accompanies this approach?
The convincing power of this approach leads to redirection of
research capacity and to improvement and development of research
methods. The most impressive impact of this approach to practicing
forestry is the boost of new ideas that can be implemented within
a short period of time. The deterministic approach seems to offer
an opportunity to maintain the goals prescribed by the forest owner
while adapting the forest to changed climate conditions. The idea
behind the adaptation of the forest to drier or warmer conditions
through an appropriate choice of provenances or tree species is
indeed to keep the increment, and thereby the production value,
comparable, or to even increase it (Wang et al. 2006). This
adaptation process may also be controlled over time. Slight
management adjustments, e.g., intensified thinning or reduced
stocking volumes to improve the water supply to given stands, may
be implemented within short periods of time. Strong-impact
management adjustments, such as provenance or tree species
changes, may be incorporated only when regular cuttings are
carried out so that only a small proportion of the enterprise is
tended each year and the forest owner's financial abilities are not
over extended. Thus, this approach seems to allow managers to
control all forest measures.  
Furthermore most foresters—like many other professional groups
—are concerned about a 10 to 15-year planning horizon (Hoogstra
and Schanz 2009). Most of them perceive this period to be realistic
because they need to link long forest production periods to
production processes and market mechanisms of other important
market actors by dividing long-term periods. Within this time
span, deterministic action seems promising and has proven to be
successful. The experience of successful application of
deterministic measures, e.g., in cleaning and tending operations,
is part of reality for many foresters. 
The largest disadvantage of this approach becomes apparent if
reality were not to meet (exactly) the climate predictions:
provenances adapted to a warm and dry climate might be
confronted with extreme frost events, new species might be prone
to as-yet-unknown pests, and increment expectations may be
incorrect. Moreover, this approach seems extremely ambitious
when silvicultural systems are not simple, i.e., not monospecific,
not even aged, and not single layered. In these cases, the
interactions, which may occur and which must be taken into
account before introducing new species or new provenances, may
cause serious problems for managers. Competition outcomes in
mixtures may be difficult to predict, shade tolerance of new
provenances may be impossible to forecast, and regeneration
niches may simply be unknown.
Assuming that climate change is unpredictable (uncertainty
assumed)
By accepting that environmental conditions are dynamic and
therefore uncertain, we hypothesize that the adaptability (adaptive
capacity) of the forest and the forest enterprise are of more
concern, and will lead to forest structures other than those
obtained from deterministic approaches that aim for
adaptedness.  
Historically, in forest management and in forest science, there is
much less experience with structures that ensure high adaptability
while pursuing the forest owner’s goals than there is experience
with measures for adaptedness to constant environmental
conditions.  
Some concepts which were established in central Europe at the
end of the nineteenth century can be seen as an effort towards
creating more flexible and adaptable forests. These concepts
began with Gayer’s (1886) call for mixed stands. Later Möller
(published 1922 in German, cited and summarized in Guldin
1996) developed a truly holistic concept. He considered the forest
to be an organism and suggested that the continuity in woodland
conditions over time (i.e., Dauerwald, or permanent forest)
should be a central part of forest management practice. Still, there
are not many examples of true management approaches to high
adaptability. The idea of acting explicitly to promote
sustainability in order to “open up service opportunities in the
future” in forests (Keddy and Drummond 1996, United Nations
Forum on Forests 2001) is becoming established very slowly.  
However, adaptability also means an economically flexible forest.
An example of this approach for achieving flexibility in the
economical sense is to spread the risk of investments by keeping
a high diversity of species in order to be well positioned in any
market situation. This approach follows the portfolio theory
(Knoke et al. 2005).  
Millar et al. (2007) have pointed out that, essential to managing
forests in the face of uncertainty, is the imperative to learn as you
go. These authors encourage flexible approaches that promote
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reversible and incremental steps, and favor ongoing learning and
the capacity to change direction as situations change. This is in
line with the adaptive management approach we discuss here.
These approaches closely resemble what economists have termed
ecological rationality, where initially constructivist designs are
modified in the light of test results, are tested again, and are
retested and so on to effect an evolutionary adaptation (Smith
2003). With this approach, the forest is seen as a laboratory. This
strategy was best described by Walters and Holling (1990) for the
management of renewable resources and has gained widespread
acceptance so far. 
A maximum flexible forest may be described, theoretically, by its
ability to adapt to any change in the ecological or economic
environments. In this view, ecological functions, as the basis for
the functioning of systems in a changing environment, are set
prior to economic and social ones. However, the extent to which
the economic and social functions might follow depends on many
factors, among which the aims and expectations of the different
owners are surely the most relevant (see “Trade-offs between
intensity of recent service supply and degree of adaptability to
an uncertain future”). We may think of admixtures of
economically interesting tree species being deliberately
introduced to the site to increase economic flexibility in one case,
and, in another case, solely relying on a site-specific native tree
species assemblage to provide habitat for many organisms. Still,
this is a radical change from the deterministic approach which
has characterized forestry until recently and which is based on
the wake theory; that theory states that if  forests are efficiently
managed for wood production, then all the other forest functions
will follow (Kennedy and Koch 2004). The specific services this
maximum flexible forest will provide are not those attained from
the short-term management aim, but, on the contrary, they are
byproducts of complex forest ecosystem functions. 
What Ciancio et al. (2003) have termed systemic silviculture may
provide a description of such a forest. With systemic silviculture,
the cultivation unit is the stand. Silvicultural and utilization
interventions are cautious, continuous, and capillary in relation
to the needs of the various stands. The forest is inhomogeneous.
There is no predefined rotation age. Regeneration is natural and
continuous. Monitoring is an essential element for adapting
cultivation and management to the responses of the system.
Managers aim towards conserving and increasing complexity.
Wood production (and other services) is a byproduct of
cultivation carried out in favor of the ecosystem’s functionality.  
Finally, management based on the systemic silvicultural approach
implies decentralized control (Messier et al. 2013, Nocentini and
Coll 2013). To this end, systemic silviculture shares ideas of
adaptive forest management (Walters and Holling 1990, Bolte et
al. 2009) in that feedback loops are an essential part of both
concepts. Furthermore both concepts aim to make forests and
forest enterprises adaptive and responsive to changing conditions. 
The concept that a “minimum” growing stock, which should
always be present on a management unit, as suggested by Ciancio
(2011), could answer both the question of keeping forest
ecosystems above the “critical” zone, where the ecosystem may
transfer to another stability domain (Ekins et al. 2003), and the
question of keeping more options open for the future provision
of ecosystem services (i.e., increase flexibility).
Management response to climate change under the adaptable
forest approach
The indeterministic approach of coping with climate change
would involve adding flexibility (improved suitability of a forest
ecosystem to be adapted to demands in the unknown future),
resilience, and capacity for self  regulation to the forest. These
issues have long been of general concern in ecology (see
“Adaptation, adaptability, adaptive capacity, and adaptedness”;
Folke et al. 1996).  
Site characteristics and vegetation zones have to be taken into
account when adaptability is the aim; this is also true when
adaptedness is the aim (local ecological conditions in Fig. 1). This
means that it is very difficult to provide general ideas of how to
structure and treat a forest ecosystem for the intended
management goals. Thus, we do not aim for general prescriptions
here. Instead, we provide some examples from European
temperate forests where the body of knowledge and experience
are appreciably large due to a long tradition of management and
research.  
However, identifying the most important ecosystem features for
allowing for high resilience and self-regulating capacity is also an
aim of decision-oriented sciences such as silviculture. This became
obvious when existing management systems fell under
environmental pressure, as was the case in the 1980s in central
Europe due to air pollution. Ulrich (1994) summarized ecosystem
features relevant for forest resilience in a hierarchical system with
regard to emissions and climate change. Many of the ideas
established during that time, which were founded in the ecosystem
sciences, have led to operative measures for forest transformation
in central Europe (e.g., von Teuffel et al. 2005, Fritz 2006). 
However the aims of the indeterministic concept go beyond just
imitating nature. Although there are few examples of manager's
approaches for high adaptability with regard to climate change,
we believe that the following paths should be given some thought. 
. Ecological knowledge suggests specific structural elements,
e.g., aggregates of conspecific trees and structural features,
such as gap frequency distributions, gain importance as
management treatments are defined by the monitoring of
changes in such indicators. The regenerative capacity of
forests may be taken as an example: here, indeterministic
management would increase tree species diversity, perhaps
even beyond the natural range, and ensure natural
regeneration of those species. This may foster self  regulation
in the case of disturbance events. Self-regulation ability
could be promoted by small proportions of different species
being arranged in aggregates and positioned at distances
that correspond to the pollen-and-seed-dispersal abilities of
the species. This pattern may allow for an effective natural
regeneration of each species within a given area and,
simultaneously, decrease the need for intense forest
management. For pioneer species such as birch, the
proportions could be very small, e.g., less than 2%, and the
distances between the aggregates could be fairly large, e.g.,
some 100 m. This would still allow for regeneration across
the area if  the dominant stand were eliminated e.g., by a
storm. In contrast, shade-tolerant species with low dispersal
ability may be maintained in the stand understory, to become
reproducing individuals after release. 
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. As part of the high-adaptability strategy, the fitness, vitality,
and regeneration capacity of tree species populations
become important issues (Bormann and Likens 1979:105).
Therefore, it is important to consider that pollination and
fructification depend on crown surface area (Pretzsch and
Schütze 2005) as well as on general growth parameters (Pérez
and Kanninen 2005). Thus, release treatments are a useful
means for guaranteeing vitality and fitness of the highest
possible number of tree species. This applies all the more
because intensive mixtures of different tree species at the
stand level (shade-intolerant versus shade-tolerant) lead to
high competitive pressure. 
. To maintain the different species in the forest permanently,
a variety of regeneration cuts could be applied to produce
small to large gaps (Schliemann and Bockheim 2011), e.g.,
by single selection, group selection, and edge cuts (Coates
and Burton 1997). In particular those beech ecosystems of
central Europe in which disturbance is rare and species
diversity is minimal may be shifted to systems which host
more (tree) species by emulating a more disturbance-
intensive management system. This follows Connell’s (1971)
very general theory on the promotion of species richness
through medium disturbances. This aspect makes a
difference to traditional “close-to-nature” forestry practiced
in central Europe where the preference for small
disturbances—i.e., mimicking the natural gap size frequency
distribution of untouched beech forests (Zeibig et al. 2005,
Wagner et al. 2010)—is often combined with target diameter
cuttings (Tabaku and Meyer 1999). 
. Aside from the general idea of promoting species diversity,
the idea of buffering environmental stress by tightly coupling
the primary and secondary production in space and time is
advocated in soil science. Ulrich (1994) stated that
ecosystems with “ . . . soils with a good buffering capacity
with respect to changes in their nutrient, acid-base, water,
and oxygen status . . . . can withstand a greater variance of
the climate . . . ”. This was stated explicitly for events such
as “dry periods, acidification, and nutrient losses”.
Combined with the establishment and maintenance of a
diverse herbaceous layer, the choice of tree species is, again,
crucial. However, species choice and mixture may be guided
by tree species litter decomposition and rooting depth traits
(Ulrich 1986). Nitrogen-fixing species or species well known
for their ability to selectively sequester cations come to mind. 
The adaptable forest approach will not suit all forest owners
because it may mean accepting trade-offs between the level of
provision of the different ecosystems services from the forest in
the short run (see “Trade-offs between intensity of recent service
supply and degree of adaptability to an uncertain future”). As an
example, for a private forest owner who aims at maximizing
returns from wood production, an increase in adaptability could
mean reducing, at least in the short run, the level of production.
On the other hand, on public properties where the aim is to
maintain life-supporting ecosystem services (soil conservation,
watershed protection, carbon storage, etc.) such an approach will
increase the probability that the forest will continue to provide
these functions and services even if  its structure and composition
change following adaptation.
What accompanies this approach?
The main difficulties with this type of approach arise from three
factors: (1) the positivist view, which is still firmly ingrained in
forest science; (2) the fact that most managed forest ecosystems
have been managed for a very long period of time and show
structures and functions that have generally been simplified by
managers; and (3) institutional settings with pre-existing goals
and rules. The first point makes it difficult for many foresters to
accept that it could be possible to manage a forest without trying
to match reality to expectations. This is not to say that there is no
target stand structure. However, there is no longer a single stand
target structure. On a larger spatial scale we have already identified
important structural features. At least the idea of having multiple
structures is concrete.  
The second point can be very important when dealing with very
simplified forest structures, such as even-aged, monospecific
stands which have a very narrow range of adaptability, thus
making it more difficult and time consuming to increase stand
diversity and expected adaptability. Moreover there is the
awareness that the rate of climate change might override any
adaptive capacity of present-day forest ecosystems. Furthermore,
increasing adaptability could mean reducing the rate or level of
products and services coming from the forest (see “Trade-offs
between intensity of recent service supply and degree of
adaptability to an uncertain future”) 
Concerning the third point, forestry has a long history of rules
and regulations aimed at avoiding the reduction in a forest’s
capacity to fulfill different services through excessive or irrational
use. To adopt an integrally adaptive approach in forest
management might entail counteracting or not entirely fulfilling
the requirements set by specific regulations. An example could be
the unintentional shift in species composition and habitat
structure in areas where maintaining existing biodiversity is an
institutional goal. Or another example is the longer time that may
be needed for natural regeneration to spread where, instead,
existing rules might stipulate that new trees fill in utilized areas
within a defined period of time. 
On the other hand, the indeterministic approach does not rely on
choices that could prove irreversible—at least in the short-to-
medium term, such as artificially changing species or provenance
—if the future proves different from that anticipated. However,
introducing exotic species may bring new risks to the forests, e.g.,
new pests and pathogens, or unknown outcomes from
competition between tree species. 
Furthermore, increasing adaptability to an uncertain future
climate could also mean increasing the overall adaptive capacity
to react to (unexpected) changes in other aspects, such as market
or social expectations. This could be seen as insurance, even by
owners who aim at maximizing returns from forest production.
SYNOPSIS
Trade-offs between intensity of recent service supply and degree
of adaptability to an uncertain future
Most decisions about ecosystem services involve trade-offs
(Rodriguez et al. 2006). Attempts to optimize a single service often
lead to reductions in or losses of other services; in other words,
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they are “traded-off” (Holling and Meffe 1996). Trade-offs occur
between different services as well as between the present and
future supply of a service (Carpenter et al. 2006). Rodriguez et
al. (2006) have classified trade-offs of ecosystem services along
three axes: the spatial scale, the temporal scale, and reversibility.
They have also clearly pointed out that ecosystem service trade-
offs arise from management choices made by humans, which can
change the type, magnitude, and relative mix of services provided
by ecosystems. If  the temporal or spatial scales increase, trade-
offs become more uncertain and difficult to manage—even with
adequate knowledge (Rodriguez et al. 2006).  
While temporal trade-offs in forestry explicitly touch on the issue
of sustainability and intergenerational equity, trade-offs on a
spatial scale refer to whether the effects of the trade-offs are felt
locally or at a distant location and whether they may become an
issue of neighborhood. In particular the regulating services of
forests come to mind as being traded off  on a spatial scale when
forest managers focus on single provisioning services (see
Rodriguez et al. 2006).  
Because of the link between intensity of service supply and
diversity of structural elements on the one hand (see Fig. 1) and
the link between the diversity of structural elements and the
adaptability of forests on the other hand, trade-offs between
intensity of service supply and adaptability are always made in
forestry (Table 1).  
Thus, it is intuitively clear that the output of desired ecosystem
services will be higher in the short run—explicitly in defined
commodities such as timber—with a pure approach towards
adaptedness than with one towards adaptability, although both
may begin by considering the forest owner’s goals. In terms of
providing defined services, the advantage of the approach towards
adaptedness is due to the fact that the provision may come with
less, or even no, conflict to adaptive measures—such as species
choice or stocking volume levels, at least in single-service stands.
In contrast, in the approach towards adaptability, features such
as biodiversity or multiple layers contradict an optimized
provision of goods within the management approaches practiced
so far (see “Assuming that climate change is unpredictable”).  
However, in enterprises aiming for multiple services, e.g.,
municipal forests with emphasis on drinking water, recreation,
and timber production simultaneously, the difference in the
outcome of ecosystem services between an approach based on
adaptedness and one based on adaptability may not be that
obvious because the derived structures for multiple services may
be as diverse as optimal structures are for high adaptability.
Likewise, trade-offs at the spatial scale, e.g., decreasing regulating
services, are less probable both with a multiple service aim and
an adaptability approach.  
Due to the link between forest structure and service provisioning,
the services wanted lead to changes in forest structure (Fig. 1).
Thus the provision of one demanded set of services may
unintentionally affect other ecosystem services—i.e., those less in
focus—simultaneously. This may also happen when the structure
of the forest is shaped to increase adaptability and flexibility. In
that case, a feedback effect on the outcome of ecosystem services
that makes the decision process more complicated and unclear is
to be expected (Tecle et al. 1998).  
Only a small number of different structural elements can be
assumed for service-intensive forests in general. This limited
variety is reasonable because services are linked to structures and
structural elements and, in service-intensive forests, only specific
structural elements are promoted. Promotion of these few
specific structural elements in an enterprise is straightforward
because the more the one structural element providing the service
demanded is favored at the expense of the number and diversity
of other structural elements, the more intensive that particular
service is provided on that particular site.  
Thus, until now, silviculture most often favors one or few species,
depending on particular characteristics such as productivity,
growth rate, quality and quantity of wood production, sprouting
capacity, etc. This holds true particularly in timber production,
e.g., plantation forestry, where all trees are of the same species
and should have similar morphological traits, and applies less in
recreation forests, for example. In recreation forests with special
aesthetic value, a specific diversity of structural elements is
essential, e.g., tree diversity with regard to flowering and leaf
colors in autumn (Lucas 1991, Stölb 2005). However, those
structural elements that support high-value timber production,
e.g., a high-density exclusion phase, are lacking in recreation
forests and vice versa. Similarly, management of a forest for tree
production (a provisioning service) may also affect water quality
downstream (a regulating service) or decrease the value of the
land for recreation (a cultural service) (Rodriguez et al. 2006).
However, in a single-layered plantation there is almost no choice
of alternative services; the stand is neither well adapted to
environmental shifts nor to an increase in specialized pests
resulting from raised temperatures (Klimo et al. 2000, Jactel et
al. 2005, Heiermann and Füldner 2006). In summary, when
intensity of recent services is high (i.e., one or few ecosystem
services are pursued), we are trading off  future supplies of the
same good or service because we have in fact traded off  the
system’s “adaptability” (Folke et al. 2004). On the other hand,
for an extremely diverse forest that is comprised of species with
the full range of ecological traits, an uneven-aged structure on a
small scale, and coarse woody debris from all species in all
dimensions and at all decay levels, and which is being managed
to keep this high diversity for future options, the recent output
of saleable timber may be very small. Species may be of no
commercial interest and timber quality may be poor due to over
maturity of specimens or due to the lack of self  pruning (Bauhus
and Schmerbeck 2010, Loginov 2012). Moreover, the costs of
managers' salaries, felling and skidding technology, etc. may be
very high.
Combining structural elements
The experience gained so far in forest management and forest
science in taking adaptedness and adaptability into account
simultaneously when structuring forests may be exemplified by
close-to-nature-forestry or continuous cover forestry. Many of
these continuous cover forestry strategies were driven by (1) the
idea of diversifying products from forests to insure forest
enterprises against changing demands of markets (i.e., enhance
flexibility); and (2) the idea of ensuring the continuous provision
of a given service to enhance stand health and make stands less
susceptible to damage of any kind (i.e., improve adaptedness). 
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Table 1. Comparison of deterministic and indeterministic approaches with emphasis on climate-change aspects; only relevant aspects
for silvicultural management are considered. (Partial trade-offs with indicators must be accepted for both strategies.)
Aspects and indicators Deterministic Indeterministic
Overall aim Enhance adaptedness of the forest to assumed
future climatic conditions by improving
resistance/tolerance.
Enhance adaptability to unknown climatic
conditions by improving resilience and
flexibility.
Integrity and diversity of
biocoenosis
Provide adequate genetic and species diversity
to achieve forest owner’s goals.
Trade-offs must be accepted!
Aim for completeness of biocoenosis; keep
genetic and species diversity as high as possible.
Service provisioning Aim for a coherent service strategy; keep the
chosen service provisioning as high as possible.
Provide a set of services as a byproduct of
complex forest ecosystem functions.
Trade-offs must be accepted!
Tree species and provenances Species and provenances according to the
demanded services and assumed climate (e.g.,
summer drought tolerant) with lowest risk of
vitality and growth capacity losses.
Diversity of species and provenances with
different ecological traits (pioneers, shade-
tolerant species, specialists, and generalists).
Spatial management scale Preferentially larger and independent
management units with relevance for the total
enterprise. Follows service-orientation and
logistic strategies.
Preferentially smaller and inter-connected
management units which allow for gene flow,
species exchange, and complex habitat
structures.
Horizontal structure within
stands
Service oriented structure; preferentially
simplified.
Aggregates, gaps, and small-scale patterns are
part of the concept and allow for self
regulation in case of diverse and unpredictable
disturbances.
Vertical structure All kinds of layered stands are possible
(monolayers to multilayers) depending on the
“target” structure for the best service
provisioning.
Uneven agedness and multilayers are prevailing
to assure continuous within-forest character.
No predefined “target” structure on stand level
However, the combination of deterministic and indeterministic
approaches in the face of climate change goes beyond what
continuous cover forestry has been required to provide so far (see
Table 1).  
What seems clear from the preceding sections is that adaptability-
enhancing structures should be identified and then added to a
service-provision forest matrix. The adaptability-enhancing
structures are, for example, additional provenances, species,
vertical or age strata, and aggregates or gaps, etc. Thus the
indeterministic approach primarily leads to an increase in variety,
while the deterministic approach leads to few specified structures
as long as few services are aimed for. 
Any approach to combine the deterministic—adaptedness—
strategy with an indeterministic—adaptability—strategy will lead
to conflicts if  the scale of planning units is not taken into account
(similar to multiple-service approaches; Bauhus 1999). Again the
structure and structural elements needed to promote any of the
strategies mentioned are important. Because these structures
occupy space, on a small scale, e.g., at the intrastand level, conflicts
are easy to forecast. One way to avoid these conflicts might be to
aggregate structural features as much as possible. These could be
both structural features for best service provisioning and
structural features to improve adaptability. Thus, an enterprise-
planning tool which allows for optimal allocation of structural
elements that improve adaptability within a matrix of service-
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providing stands would be useful. This type of approach could be
implemented more easily in management where multiple values are
considered because flexibility and adaptability are linked (e.g.,
Ciancio and Nocentini 2011).
CONCLUSIONS
1. Managers need to be aware of the links between determinism
and the provision of ecosystem services. The higher the
demand for specific ecosystem services, the more deterministic
the management approaches that were developed and applied
in the past. However, deterministic approaches invariably lead
to simplification of forest structures. 
2. High adaptability and flexibility of forests may be needed to
cope with increasing uncertainty due to climate change in the
future. Those forests that show high ecological stability have
more complex structures, e.g., by species, age, diameter, etc.,
than do simplified forests that have been shaped by
deterministic management approaches. Management of
complex forest systems, however, cannot work on a
deterministic basis (Puettmann et al. 2009). In such forests,
indeterministic approaches should be adopted. 
3. When, in the face of climate change, forest structures become
modified towards more ecological stability and economical
flexibility, this will probably also affect the provision of
ecosystem services. 
4. The challenge in finding an appropriate strategy for each
individual forest enterprise with regard to the two above-
mentioned approaches will be to choose the best combination
of tools; “best” in this sense is directly connected with the
forest owner’s priorities. Clearly, neither the pure
deterministic nor the pure indeterministic approach alone
offers a strategy with a high probability of both recent and
future success for forest management units. However, new
combinations of management tools should be explored to
make forest management ecologically and economically
sound simultaneously. 
5. As arguments for long-term adaptability and flexibility gain
importance, approaches that allow for management of more
complex systems, e.g., systemic approaches, will increase in
importance as well (Messier et al. 2013). Therefore, in order
to facilitate adaptive management, what is also needed is a
monitoring approach that is both problem-oriented and scale-
oriented. Finally, a new approach to teaching about complex
systems management is also needed.
Responses to this article can be read online at: 
http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/issues/responses.
php/6213
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